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LET'S  FIND  CLARITY
T H E  F O UNDA T I O N

What  is  the  purpose  of  your  website?

Think about the end goals for your business website. There might

be a few so write them all. Here are some examples: sales, brand

awareness, information, influence, etc. 

Who  are  your  target  viewers?

Be as specific as you can. This is crucial for your overall business

content and marketing plan. 

What  pain  points  would  can  you  resolve?

Be as specific as you can. This is crucial for your overall business

content and marketing plan. 



Use a full-width design on your homepage. 

EASY -TO -USE  

If you have blog posts on your homepage, consider limiting
it to 3 posts. This will avoid information overload and visual
clutter.

Think of your homepage as the hub. Can readers easily find
where they should go next?

FIRST  IMPRESSIONS
T H E  HOME P AG E

See through the eyes of a reader. Is your site easy to navigate?

Can they find the information they are looking for relatively
easy? 

Are your social media buttons easy to see?

Do you a have a search bar?

Is your menu helpful? 

Does each section of the homepage help your reader
take the next step with your brand? Is there a clear call-
to-action?

Is your font easy-to-read?

Are links easy to identify?

PRO TIP:
Always keep your reader in mind. If your reader is most likely
to be tech-adverse, then use larger font and clear graphics to
guide them through your website.



LET'S  FIND  CLARITY
T H E  F R AM EWORK

Define  your  niche  clearly .

Think about the main topic your site is about. If you were to look

for similar content at a book store, which section would you

look? 

Is  your  focus  area  more  of  a  sub -category?

So let's say we'd find your content in the gardening section. Does

your content apply to all gardeners? Or is it specific to a region, a

method, a certain plant species?

What  3  key  areas  wil l  you  focus  on?

Create a framework of content based on these areas. Everything

you ever produce, whether it's a sales page, blog post, or product

should point back to one of these focus points.



Does your homepage clearly show your 3 main focus areas?

Is your homepage meta description completed?

Do your headlines include keywords?

Does your site have SSL Certificate?

Is it mobile-friendly?

Is your font a minimum of 16 px for paragraphs and 24
px for H1 (title headline)?

GET  DISCOVERED

Why didn't we talk about this first? Simple. When your site
starts ranking in search engines, do you want them to be
totally baffled? Build for your readers first.

OPTIMIZED  FOR  SEARCH

T H E  F R AM EWORK

HOMEPAGE

Title Area: H1



Save your files with SEO in mind before uploading into
Wordpress. In this example, the file is uploaded as "DIY
Audit" 

Is alternative text (alt-text) field filled out with SEO keyword?

Are your file sizes 150kb or less?

GET  DISCOVERED
T H E  F R AM EWORK

IMAGES  &  MEDIA  FILES

Are you uploading them as JPEG files? This will help reduce
file sizes.



GET  DISCOVERED
T H E  F R AM EWORK

SEO (Search Engine Optimization) Focus Keyword(s)

Title

Image alt-text, description, and file name

POSTS  &  PAGES

URL

Meta description

Long-tail Keyword Phrases (use the worksheets on the
following page to help you determine your main focus
keywords and long-tail keywords.)

Use long-tail keywords in your sub-headlines to clarify
sections of content.

Headlines 

Make sure to have the main keyword phrase within the first
paragraph.

Your introduction should be 150-200 words.

Use shorter paragraphs that contain 2-4 sentences.

Backlink to related posts, where possible.

Break sections up with headers at least every 300 words.

Think of headlines as a way to draw attention to the
solutions that you're providing your readers.



KEYWORD + CONTENT DEVELOPMENT

BASE KEYWORD:

ADDITIONAL KEYWORD PHRASE (HEADLINE 2)

POST PLANNER WORKBOOK

HOME BUYING

OPT-IN  IDEAS :

HOME BUYING PROCESS

HOME BUYING PROCESS STEP-BY-STEP

HOW TO SIMPLIFY THE HOME BUYING PROCESS

HOME BUYING PROCESS 

CHECKLIST

SIMPLIFYING HOME BUYING

PROCESS

MAIN KEYWORD PHRASE (HEADLINE 1/TITLE)

LONG-TAIL KEYWORD (HEADLINE 2 OR 3)

PRINTABLE: HOME BUYING GUIDE/CHECKLIST

VIDEO SERIES: WALKTHROUGH OF THE PROCESS

EXPANSION POSTS: ORGANIZING DOCUMENTS, PICKING THE

RIGHT REALTOR, WHAT TYPE OF MORTGAGE LOAN...

NOTES :



BASE KEYWORD:

ADDITIONAL KEYWORD PHRASE (HEADLINE 2)

OPT-IN  IDEAS :

MAIN KEYWORD PHRASE (HEADLINE 1/TITLE)

LONG-TAIL KEYWORD (HEADLINE 2 OR 3)

NOTES :

KEYWORD + CONTENT DEVELOPMENT

POST PLANNER WORKBOOK


